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Introduction
Based in Sydney and with offices in Brisbane, Bidsonline specialises in developing software
products for the auction industry. This brochure summarises these auction systems.

Live Bidding Software
Bidsonline’s live bidding system is integrated
with our financial and operational systems for
auctions. Our customers can catalogue and
photograph items for auction right up to the
moment the auction starts! Alternatively
using our API interface it can be integrated
with your auction system.
Last year 70,000 cars were auctioned using
Bidsonline’s live bidding system.
We send daily emails to our national database
of bidders listing all our customers’ auctions.
Your auction is live on the internet with less
than a second delay for video and audio. Your
bidders can bid with either their PC or
Smartphone.
Vendor says sell! A vendor using Bidsonline’s
vendor reporting system can monitor your
auction and send an immediate message to
your auctioneer to sell or refer the bid.*
Your auctions can be setup with online bidding prior to the live event with the highest bid
automatically set as the starting bid. Bidders can set their highest bid and the live bidding
system will bid on their behalf. The system includes an optional credit card pre-authorisation
process.
The Bidsonline live bidding system was developed by programmers in Australia and it is run on
servers in Australia. When you have your auction we are in the office to support you!

Online Auctions
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Bidsonline’s online auction system can be
tailored to suit your requirements and
integrated into your web site and operational
systems. Standard features of the online
auction system are:
-

Bidsonline’s online auction is integrated with
our financial and operational systems for
auctions. Alternatively using our API
interface it can be integrated with your
auction system. Some features of integration
are:

You can set your own bid increments
helping you increase prices.

-

Bidders can set their own maximum
bids.

-

The bidding screen has been designed
so that it is easy for a bidder to re-bid
when outbid.

-

Lot closing times can be automatically
extended if there is active bidding.
Unlike fixed times our online auction
system helps you get the best price.
Our auction systems are designed to
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-

If an item is sold whilst an auction is
in progress it is automatically
withdrawn and an email sent to the
highest bidder.

-

A vendor can lower the reserve using
our online vendor reporting system
and the item is automatically flagged
with ‘Reserve reduced’

-

Catalogues are automatically
uploaded, any changes to item
descriptions are automatically
updated on the auction site.

meet the interests of the vendor and
auctioneer not the buyer!

Truck Plant & Equipment Auctions
TPE Auctions is Bidsonline’s operational and financial system for truck, plant and equipment
auctions. TPE Auctions is a client/server system with web based executive reporting. The
server can be run on your servers or on our ‘cloud’ servers. The software is written using
Microsoft programming languages and Microsoft’s SQL database.

A key feature of TPE Auctions is the ability to
set up a consistent method of describing the
items you auction. This means you can have
a database of common products that makes
it easy to describe and enter products for
auction. It also allows you to set up easy
searching for your buyers.

Sample data entry screen

Among the many features are the following:
-

Integrated PPSR searches. PPSR
certficates are automatically
downloaded and recorded against the
items. If encumbered the items can
be flagged to withhold payment until
cleared.

-

Full trust accounting within the
system.

-

Hand-held booking in, inspections,
stock take and tracking.

-

Cataloguing using hand-helds.

-

Financial reporting and accounting.

-
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Fully integrated with Bidsonline’s live
bidding system, online auctions and
online vendor reporting system.

Car Auctions
Carsplus is Bidsonline’s operational and financial system for car auctions. Carsplus is a
client/server system with web based executive reporting. The server can be run on your
servers or on our ‘cloud’ servers. The software is written using Microsoft’s programming
languages and Microsoft’s SQL database.
Sample screen from Executive Summary
Designed specifically for car auctions and
volume sellers of used cars, Carsplus has
been processing over 100,000 cars a year
for 20 years!
-

Integrated PPSR searches. PPSR
certficates are automatically
downloaded and recorded against
the items. If encumbered the
items can be flagged to withhold
payment until cleared.

-

Full trust accounting within the
system.

-

Hand-held booking in, inspections,
stock take and tracking.

-

Manages operations and rectifications.

-

Cataloguing using hand-helds.

-

Workshop module.

-

Financial reporting and accounting.

-

-

VIN lookup provides accurate
vehicle descriptions and
dramatically speeds up booking in
vehicles.

Fully integrated with Bidsonline’s live
bidding system, online auctions and online
vendor reporting system.

-

Full retail selling capability
including after market and
extended warranty.
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HandHeld software for auctions.
Bidsonline develops a range of hand-held computer programs to manage your auction more
efficiently. The programs run on Microsoft’s windows mobile operating system.
Our hand-held software covers the following
auction activities:

Stock-take. Using the built in scanner bar
codes on vehicles and equipment are quickly
scanned to produce a stock take.

Booking in vehicles. On arrival vehicles are
identified using a series of drop down boxes of
make, model etc or using the VIN lookup
program. Any problems noted on the staff
automatically create an inspection task in the
workshop module of our auction software.

Gate tracking. You can use the hand-held at
your gate to check vehicles or plant leaving
your auction.

Cataloguing. The catalogue program lets you
build up a catalogue by scanning vehicles or
plant on the auction floor. Significantly
improving the time to catalogue for an
auction.

Inspections. Detailed inspections and
quotations can be made using a hand-held.
The program steps the inspector through the
area, problem and resolution, this creates a
code which in turn retrieves a price for the
work. The rectification quotation is then
automatically loaded on to our vendor online
reporting system for approval.
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Online vendor reporting
Bidsonline’s online web reporting allows vendors to view all reports, set reserves, approve
rectification work and book transport for items to be taken to the auction.
Automatically coupled with Bidsonline’s Carsplus and TPE Auctions software vendors are kept
fully informed of the progress of their items through the auction. As soon as an item is sold
from the auction box it is reported in the post auction report. Payment and sales advices are
available to your vendors as soon as the payment is drawn. Vendors are able to create tasks
and view notes on their items, this keeps all correspondence regarding the items in one place.
Sample vendor reporting screen
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Photo bay software
Bidsonline’s photo bay software dramatically
reduces the time to photograph cars, trucks,
plant and equipment for auction.
The software controls up to 8 cameras and is
linked to our operational and financial
systems Carsplus & TPE Auctions. The process
works like this:
The car is driven into the photo bay. The
driver enters the stock number into the
software and clicks a the ‘Photograph’ button.
The software retrieves all 6 photographs from
the cameras, renames them with the stock
number and transfers the photographs to your
web site.

The software tells the cameras in each corner
to take a photograph. The driver then opens
the bonnet and the driver’s door, returns to
the PC and clicks the button again.
The software then tells the overhead camera
and the camera opposite the driver’s door to
take a photograph.

The driver can zoom the cameras in or out
from the software for small and large cars or
buses.

Live dutch auction bidding software
Bidsonline have developed a unique live dutch auction system. Originally developed for the
wine industry the software runs a reducing price auction or dutch auction. For example: an
auctioneer may start the bidding for, say, 50 cases of wine at a price above the reserve. The
auctioneer then brings the price down to the market price. Bidders can click the ‘buy’ button at
any time to secure a case, this introduces competition as the available quantity of cases is
reduced. All bidders pay the lowest price reached by the auctioneer.
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Contact Us
Bidsonline Pty. Ltd.
Suite 512
2-8 Brookhollow Avenue
Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
Tel: 61 2 8850 1192
www.bidsonline.com.au
If you would like any further information,
please ring me direct on 0412 075 586
Paul Taylor, director
ptaylor@bidsonline.com.au
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